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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
This report is an evaluation of the “ Säveltarinat - Composing Lives, Living Compositions” interactive 
multimedia exhibition (later referred to as “Säveltarinat”). The evaluation was undertaken by the 
artist collective Coming Visible, which consists of two musicians: Simon Voigt (DE/DK) and Satu 
Kolehmainen (FI). The project was mainly done as distance work and the exhibition put together 
during Simon’s residency in Finland (11.8.-8.9.2017). 

Information for the evaluation was collected from visitors of the exhibition in open 
discussions and interaction, collaborators involved in the project and from the artist’s own 
experiences and findings during the project. This evaluation presents the findings from that,  visual 
material and other project related  information. 
 
 
 

2. BACKGROUND 

 
Coming Visible artist collective originated from the two musician’s 
interest in creative collaboration and Satu’s employment in a one year 
long community arts residency program in Kirkkonummen Kipinä, a 
local culture organization.  

Säveltarinat  was a collaborative pilot art project of Coming 
Visible, in which the team addressed the lives and circumstances of 
the elderly by focusing on personal storytelling. Several interviews 
and music sessions were conducted in a local nursing home called 
“Volskoti”.  The final product of the project was an interactive 
multi-media exhibition located in Kirkkonummi, Finland. The 
exhibition opening was also a part of the local festival “Kirkkonummi 
days”. 

Collaborators were Volskoti, who provided the group of 
elderly people, Wohls Gård Ab, who hosted the exhibition and helped with practical arrangements, 
Patrick Karlsson, who helped with several practical arrangements, Karin Mattson, who provided the 
residency accommodation and Kirkkonummen Kipinä ry, who employed Satu during the project 
period.  

Säveltarinat  exhibition was financed by Kirkkonummi municipality, Luoman Ravintolat Oy, 
and Finnish-Danish culture foundation. The project was also featured in Finland’s 100-year 
independence celebration “Suomi 100” -program.  
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Collecting material in Volskoti 

 
Satu visited Volskoti five times where she recorded the sessions with an audio recorder to collect 
stories, songs and poetry remembered by the elderly. These sessions were called “listening forums” 
which aimed to unlock the stories of the elderly. Activities to induce interaction and conversation 
included: 1) free group conversation, 2) association game with “trigger word” cards, 3) imaginative 
journey with word cards, during free piano improvisation.  

Recorded material was later listened to and indexed. Relevant conversation parts were 
selected for the personal portraits and improvisation excerpts for sound stations in the exhibition. 
(See 4.3 Exhibition ) 
 
 

3.2. Work during Simon’s residency 

 
During Simon’s residency the physical part of the exhibition was created. There was a clear division 
of areas of responsibility, Simon working in the stone magazine  and Satu fixing up the the wooden 
barn. We had scheduled week for week in advance with a blend of meetings, individual session and 
collaborative reviews of the process.  
The materials used were as much as possible re-used or second-hand, as well as borrowed from 
friends and partners. 
 
 

3.3. Advertisement 

 
The project was frequently featured in the local newspaper during the weeks prior the opening day. 
Other advertising channels were Facebook (Coming Visible -artist page, several local groups, some 
community art/ applied arts groups), Suomi 100-forums,  posters, invitation cards and personal 
contacts. Reeta Piipari, Satu’s colleague from Kirkkonummen Kipinä, helped to administer social 
media content and wrote one press release. Invitation cards were sent by mail and personally 
distributed on the streets. Hitchhiking (autostop) added another interesting dimension to the 
project, where we got in touch with many different locals on the regular  way between Vols and 
Kirkkonummi. This made it possible to present Säveltarinat to a very diverse range of potential 
visitors., as well it gave us a more varied impression of the different parts of the community. 
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3.4. Evaluation 

 
Data collection was conducted using the following tools: 1) participant feedback surveys (nursing 
home group), 2) targeted interviews (Håkan Näsman/ Wohls Gård, Pirjo Yli-Sissala/ Volskoti), 3) 
comments from discussions with visitors during exhibition opening, 4) visitor and CD sales 
amounts were monitored manually by Simon and Satu. 
 
 

4. THE PROJECT 

4.1. Summary 

 
The project can be divided into six different stages 1) concept development, 2) preparation, 3) 
execution/ community, 4) creative work, 5) execution/ exhibition, 6) evaluation. The project 
timeline was as follows: 
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4.2. Working with the community 

During March and April 2017 Satu visited Volskoti center of day activities five times conducting 
listening forums that had been planned by the Coming Visible team. Forums served as a way to 
interact with the elderly, bring music to their community, and to collect inspiration and materials 
for the final exhibition. The group size varied from 5-8 participants. The forums were generally 
received well by the elderly, but as a new concept also raised some awkwardness (see 5. Key 
findings and outcomes). 

 

4.3. The exhibition 

Goal for the exhibition was “ of making the experiences of life of the elderly available to others” and “to 
help to relate the stranger’s story to your own”. The project sticked to its original aims and provided 
a set of “audible portraits” where people could delve into the stories heard in Volskoti. When 
interacting with the visitors, it was also observed that some could relate their own stories to those 
told by the elderly, saying things like “we also had horses”, or “I fixed my skis like that too”.  

During Simon’s residency the physical part of the exhibition was created. In that regard 
unintrusive and plain materials were chosen, such as natural coloured linen sheets and textile 
thread that would not obscure the audible content of the exhibition, which were in the focal point of 
the experience. The project will donate the portraits to Volskoti after the exhibition has been closed. 

The two exhibition spaces were connected with a red textile thread, starting in one of the 
portraits in the old stone warehouse and  leading through a wild windy garden to a wooden barn 
that housed a 15-minute sound installation, which was thematically connected to the person’s 
stories in the portrait.  

The naval theme of the exhibition was born out of the stories of an elderly sailor 
interviewed in Volskoti. Visual elements of the exhibition were built around these stories and 
naturally found their place and link to the bigger picture.  

Exhibition included five different stations (see leaflet in attachments). They were 1) Net, 
woven by Simon, including instructions for a soundwalk in Wohls Gård premises, 2) Four portraits 
of the elderly, including photos, interviews (audio), and poems written by Simon, 3) Sound Collages 
from the distance work period, 4) Excerpts of Satu’s live-improvisations in Volskoti, and 5) Sea 
Voyage, a naval sound installation including Satu’s music composed during the project (see photo 
gallery in attachments).  

After the opening weekend the exhibition was open from Wednesdays to Saturdays. The 
opening hours were 15:00-19:00. Occasionally the exhibition was open until 20:00 or later.  
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4.3. Numeric outcomes 

 
 Number of visitors        CDs sales/distribution 
 

Opening weekend 26   CD's Sold  CD's Given Digital platforms 

Week 35 30     

week 36 11     

week 37 4     

week 38 7     

Total 78  17 8 2 

 
 

5. KEY FINDINGS AND OUTCOMES 

 
The project achieved a significant number of its original aims and received positive feedback from 
the community. The main achievements can be divided into three different categories which are: 1) 
impact for the community, 2) impact for the artists, 3) impact for the local culture scene. Project 
aims and objectives are listed in the following section linked with the evaluation of its achievement.  
 
 

5.1. Impact for the community 

5.1.1. The elderly 

The project aimed to several impacts in the chosen group of the elderly partnering with the project. 
The evaluation was done via participant feedback survey (see attachments). One of the 
instrumental outcomes was that the project reached well its social objectives, which can be be 
summed up as increased community cohesion: 

●  To give a sense of meaningfulness and value by creating a listening forum  
○ Five different listening forums were conducted in the course of the project. 75% of 

the participants answering the poll stated liking, or liking very much the forums 

  

● To strengthen their sense of togetherness and unity amongst those using the forum  
○ The project helped the elderly in the group to get to know each other better; 75% of 

the survey participants stated they knew each other now significantly or much 
better than before the project. 
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Another social objective reached was general well-being through interaction, being seen and heard, 
live concert experiences and participation in group singing: 

● To bring a music experience to elderly people in the local community, who might not be able to 
enjoy live music performances otherwise 

○ Improvised piano music was played in Volskoti four times during the project period 
by Satu. 75% of the survey participants significantly enjoyed or enjoyed much the 
music experiences. 

○ Music was played in Volskoti also during Simon’s residency period, once by Simon 
alone and once with the Coming Visible duo, where the group could also participate 
in a few songs. This was an extra outcome of the project which was not originally 
planned, and seemed to be fun for the listeners.  

 

Lastly, the project succeeded in recording oral tradition, but apart from blogging, chose not to 
pursue further measures in archiving the recorded materials: 

● To record oral tradition and preserve it for coming generations 
○ All of the forums conducted were also recorded, and the interview materials were 

carefully listened through and indexed. The project will upload selected materials to 
www.comingvisible.wordpress.com webpage for people to listen, but will not seek 
to contact further instances about archiving the oral tradition. A collection CD 
including parts of the interviews, piano improvisations and sound collages will be 
delivered to Volskoti and to all the participants of the elderly group as a memory 
and thank you for the participation. 

 

5.1.2. Visitors  

Quotations from the evaluation forms: 

Vanha kivirakennus oli todella erikoinen/upea ja tavallisesta poikkeava näyttelytila, ja sisustuksen oli 
panostettu. Hienoa kuulla vanhusten kertovan muistoistaan, myös laulut ja runo "kaksi vanhaa 
varista". Erikoinen kokemus oli, kun musiikki "meni pään läpi". Pienikokoiselle (minulle) roikkuvat 
kuulokkeet seinän vieressä olivat niin korkealla, että piti pinnistää asentoa, mikä vaikeutti kuunteluun 
keskittymistä. 

Todella upea näyttely jonka äärelle oli helppo tulla ja pysähtyä eikä olisi malttanut lähteä pois. 
Koskettavia tarinoita! 

Olipa erikoinen näyttely - aivan uudella tavalla toteutettu ja monipuolinen. 

The thought that music is alive and all around us every day. I didn't get to finish the music walk but 
even in indoor exhibitions it felt as though music was alive and grabbing me. 
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5.1.3. Sponsors and collaborators 

The project achieved a number of positive outcomes between Coming Visible team and other 
organisations. Coming Visible had several sponsors and helpers along the way.  As a thank you, a 
living room concert was held at Karin Mattson’s place, where all the sponsors and collaborators 
were invited. The value the project brought to its participant organizations were: 

Kirkkonummen Kipinä - exhibition as a part of the residency program, Simon’s residency modeled 
an international artist’s residency pilot, future networks for collaboration. 
 
Volskoti - for the employees and customers “a fresh breeze” when someone comes from outside the 
community, new working methods for the nurses (reminiscence of the past through trigger words 
and music), new perspectives.  
 
Wohls Gård - Contributing to and strengthening their role as a local instance offering culture events, 
testing new exhibition spaces. 
 

5.2. Impact for the artists 

The goal for the artists in the project was personal artistic growth, and as a team establishing a 
foundation for collegial working processes. Below is a summary of these findings. 

 

5.2.1. Simon: 

During the two weeks prior to the exhibition opening I focused my energies mainly on finding a 
physical form for the exhibition that would support our findings from Satu’s Volskoti sessions and 
embed them naturally into the context of the surroundings, namely the stone wine storage and the 
old wooden barn that were kindly provided by Wohls Gård. That process involved a lot of listening - 
to recorded material, but also to own intuition. Where does my imagination get hooked? Where can 
I see connections? Where do I find openings for personal exploration from the perspective of the 
future visiting guest. It’s funny how time becomes less a factor of stress, when there is a true 
curiosity and trust in the natural unfolding of things. I couldn’t say that the process has been serene 
from the beginning  to the end, but I often enjoyed the feeling of flow, when I managed to let go of 
preconceived ideas. It so often happened that many things we needed, were revealed to be right 
under our noses and we ended up using recycled and/or local materials. So this trust and openness 
had the the effect of simplicity and clarity.  I can’t say why anymore, but we got hooked with the 
idea of a net in the early Spring while contemplating the exhibition output. It still felt right in August 
and the whole process of weaving a net accompanied and symbolized the project for me. The 
interlocking knots of personal relations, overall regularity in pattern with its trustworthy 
predictability and wholesome final shape. In a way the net became a centerpiece holding many 
(even sometimes paradoxical) associations ; a symbol for sea, storm (in its cone shape), 
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connectedness, patience, diligence and simplicity.  
When it was nearly finished and we started trying to stand in it and (looking like a womb or 
cocoon) it literally seemed to give birth to the idea of being a starting point for a sound walk, an 
audible exploration of Wohls Gård, which previously was dismissed by me.  But suddenly it made 
sense in a different light again. Those moments of surprise that arose of patience and improvisation 
were my personal highlights in the process of making the exhibition. 

 

5.2.2. Satu: 

My personal artistic goal during my residency period was “to learn to compose”.  I had done some 
composing before, but now I wanted to know what was this deep desire I had of doing it - was it my 
core aspiration as an artist? Setting this kind of a big goal for myself was like embarking on a 
creative journey of discovery - of which my debut single “Sea Voyage” is now also a record of.  Sea 
Voyage was released in the exhibition opening and was a part of the sound installation located in 
the small wooden barn. In the process of composing, the stories of the elderly sailor interviewed in 
Volskoti, were interwoven to the personal processes of the composer, and took to a journey of 
asking deep questions (such as how do I navigate in life, what is my map, and my compass? ) and even 
working through some stormy life experiences. These different layers are embedded in the final 
work with the hopes that also the listener will be able to relate to, and have a voyage of their own.  

One of the questions raised in the beginning of the project by taking the piano improvisations out of 
my private studio, was “do artists need to always work in solitude”? This experiment had a two-fold 
outcome: on one hand it is beneficial to be influenced by the surrounding community in the phase 
of the creative process, where material is collected. However, in the case of this project, “being 
influenced by the community” came in unexpected ways. I did not use any of the piano 
improvisations in my final work of composing. I was more influenced by the interviews I conducted, 
and on an emotional level by the experiences and encounters I had with the group.  On the other 
hand it was discovered that the actual creative work of composing demanded absolute solitude and 
elimination of every possible outward disturbance.  

 

5.2.3. Coming Visible -team  

The collaboration between Satu and Simon was mostly done by using virtual channels such as 
Skype, Google Drive, blogging and recorded audio messages. Only in the very beginning phase of the 
project (August 2016) did the duo meet face to face to brainstorm ideas, and the next live meeting 
was one year later when Simon’s residency took place in Finland (August 2017).  

This gave plenty of room to work on developing creative collaboration ideas. Although the artists 
had known each other already for 10 years and played music together in different projects, this was 
a new professional challenge. Discoveries were that this kind of working methods require 
personalities that are very responsible, proactive, able to manage the workload and create specific 
tasks for oneself and the colleague. Planning and organizing were very fluent and resulted in 
significant growth as a team. 
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5.3. Challenges  

Key challenges in the project were firstly: to find the artist’s role in the community.  Community art 
being a new concept for people, Satu was regularly referred to as “a teacher” by the group during 
her visits. It was sometimes also a challenge to keep the elderly group focused on certain activity, 
since their attention span varied depending on their condition. As a feedback from the nurse we 
collaborated with, it was mentioned that the group size could be smaller (4-5 participants) and we 
could consider individual interviews instead of the group interviews, if the stories are very long. 

Another challenge was Simon’s short residency period (two weeks) before the exhibition opening, 
which resulted in a flood of decision making in a short period of time both in the artistic processes 
and in practical organizing.  And of course due to the nature of the project (pilot) when most of the 
things are done for the first time, a lot of time and energy goes to testing and learning different 
things.  

Lastly, marketing and advertising of the exhibition were challenging, and due to the rather distant 
location of Wohls Gård (7 kms from Kirkkonummi city centre) the visitor numbers were relatively 
low considering the amount of time and effort spent on advertising.  
 

6. LEARNINGS AND IMPROVEMENTS 

 

6.1 Professional growth as an artist 

6.1.1 Simon 

What always lay in the back of my mind was the approach of instant inspiration and improvisation 
in a longer working process. Use the materials available and compose them in a new way. 
Experience from moment to moment. That approach strengthened my courage and trust in creative 
processes.  It also made me appreciate my professional relationship with Satu from many different 
perspectives. It’s great to be able to be in a conflict with someone that you are working with, 
without despairing, but to always eventually find the honesty in yourself that is needed to solve the 
problem, even if it might initially hurt the “right image” of yourself.  

6.1.2 Satu: 

As a whole, my employment with Kirkkonummen Kipinä’s community artist’s residency program 
resulted in significant professional growth. It gave me courage to pursue career in the field of arts 
and music, currently as a freelancer.  It gave me the possibility to explore in depth my creative 
process and come up with routines like the creative exercise called “morning pages” (introduced by 
Julia Cameron) and a habit of morning improvisation sessions. It created important professional 
networks, ideas, and contacts. I found artistic direction as a composer (discovering the genre and 
style more, looking into future work and education possibilities), gained good mentors and teachers 
for future growth. The program gave birth to Coming Visible -collective and its fruitful artistic 
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collaboration, taught me self-management and self-leadership on a very practical and professional 
level, forced to learn time and project management skills (new softwares I started to use: Trello, 
TimeLime, TeamGantt ), and gave prerequisite for applying working grants in the future. In short, 
this experience prepared me for the challenges of the field, proved my competence and gave me 
courage for the next steps.  

 

6.1.3 Coming Visible -team 

As a team we tested and established many good methods for collegial distance work. Those 
methods developed as a result of this project are:  

● Google Calendar for the project 
● Weekly Skype meetings with specified structured agendas 
● Weekly tasks divided between the artists  
● Google Drive project folder and live “document editing sessions” 
● “Creative assignments” and “Dialogue posts” (see blog for details)  
● Blogging and Facebook updates 

These methods will be used in the future projects as well as in the basic communication of the 
collective from now on. The foundations have been established well to enable us to continue 
collaboration in the future.  

In the field of community art the team has also discovered its strength and distinguished value by 
turning the materials collected from the community into independent pieces of art that can also 
stand on their own. 
 

6.2 Improving our practice 

 
Coming Visible is continuing its artistic collaboration and waiting for new projects to arise for the 
collective when the time is right. Concerning collegial teamwork, some adjustments will be made to 
the team’s project responsibility areas - for example Satu will be taking care of social media 
updates, while Simon will be focusing on budget management. 
 
Both artists are also actively pursuing local careers as artists and teachers. Since Coming Visible has 
established itself also as a fruitful and supportive “professional growth incubator” during the next 
season the team’s collaboration will continue in the form of bi-monthly/ weekly peer-mentoring 
and sparring sessions, where the artists will be holding each other accountable in their chosen 
growth topics. 
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The  exhibition 
 

 
The ready exhibition  space including  portraits,  listening  stations and the net 
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Coming Visible on taiteilijakollektiivi, jonka muodostavat kaksi muusikkoa, Satu Kolehmainen ja 
Simon Voigt. Coming Visible tarkastelee ilmiöitä, ihmisiä ja ajankohtaisia yhteiskunnallisia teemoja 
nostaen esiin kysymyksiä ja luoden merkityksellisille kohtaamisille tilan, joissa vuorovaikutus tapah-
tuu musiikin, äänien ja tarinankerronnan kautta. 

Säveltarinat -näyttely koostuu taiteesta, joka on syntynyt kohtaamisista kirkkonummelaisen 
hoivalaitoksen, Volskodin, päiväryhmän osallistujien kanssa

1. Verkko - kudottu kangaslangasta, lähtöpiste äänikävelylle/ Simon
2. Volskoti - päiväryhmän jäsenten henkilökuvia, otteita haastatteluista. Simonin köydet ja runot
3. Äänikollaasit - materiaalit Sadun ja Simonin ympäristöistä (Tanska ja Suomi). Toteutettu etä-
työskentelyvaiheen aikana 
4. Pianoimprovisaatiot - otteita Volskotivierailuiden aikana nauhoitetuista pianoimprovisaa-
tioista/ Satu
5. Sea Voyage - merellinen ääni-installaatio ja sävellys, kesto n.15min. Paikkoja max.3:lle hlö:lle./ 

Satu. (→ Puinen lato, käänny kivimakasiinin ulko-ovesta vasemmalle)

Yhteisötaiteen ydin muotoutuu taiteilijan ja yhteisön kohtaamisesta. Yhteisötaidetta luonnehtii ki-
innostus sosiaalista ympäristöä ja kanssakäymistä kohtaan. Monista erilaisista yhteisöistä taiteilija voi
valita esim. tehdä työtään: nuorten, lasten tai ikä-ihmisten kanssa.

Satu Kolehmainen (FI), Simon Voigt (DK)
comingvisible@gmail.com

comingvisible.wordpress.com
facebook.com/comingvisible

25.08.-22.09. 2017, ke-la klo 15-19
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7.4  Links  

 
 
7.4.1  Links to project  materials 

 
1. Project  blog: https://comingvisible.wordpress.com 
2. Facebook  artist  page: https://www.facebook.com/comingvisible/ 
3. Sea  Voyage composition: https://open.spotify.com/track/1czfJuc9g7aaRgOGmh9tAH 
4. Audible materials from the exhibition: 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2lgbxd8s31ez47h/AACZg7lt6zhSff4iXHZsFKnxa?dl=0 
 
 
 
7.4.2  Links to newspaper  articles: 

 

1. Kesätapahtumat  Kirkkonummella  2017 - Somma revenemang  i Kyrkslätt  2017 
- http://www.kirkkonummensanomat.fi/neo/?app=NeoDirect&com=6/159/35415/2d2b946cbb 

2. Tarinat  soivat  sävelin Wohls Gårdissa 
- http://www.kirkkonummensanomat.fi/neo/?app=NeoDirect&com=6/159/36558/de8674fdde 

3. Taidenäyttelyn avajaiset  Wohls Gårdissa  perjantaina  25.8.  klo 18:00 
- http://www.kirkkonummensanomat.fi/neo/?app=NeoDirect&com=6/159/36898/ca56b176be 

4. Tarinat  soivat  sävelin Wohls Gårdissa 
- http://www.kirkkonummensanomat.fi/neo/?app=NeoDirect&com=6/159/36941/28ab045664 

 

 

 

7.4.3  Other  links: 

 

1. Suomi 100:  
- http://suomifinland100.fi/project/coming-visible-esittaa-saveltarinat-composing-lives-livin

g-compositions/ 
- http://suomifinland100.fi/event/saveltarinat-composing-lives-living-compositions/ 

 

https://comingvisible.wordpress.com/
https://open.spotify.com/track/1czfJuc9g7aaRgOGmh9tAH
https://www.facebook.com/comingvisible/
http://www.kirkkonummensanomat.fi/neo/?app=NeoDirect&com=6/159/36941/28ab045664
http://suomifinland100.fi/event/saveltarinat-composing-lives-living-compositions/
http://suomifinland100.fi/project/coming-visible-esittaa-saveltarinat-composing-lives-living-compositions/
http://www.kirkkonummensanomat.fi/neo/?app=NeoDirect&com=6/159/35415/2d2b946cbb
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/2lgbxd8s31ez47h/AACZg7lt6zhSff4iXHZsFKnxa?dl=0
http://www.kirkkonummensanomat.fi/neo/?app=NeoDirect&com=6/159/36898/ca56b176be
http://www.kirkkonummensanomat.fi/neo/?app=NeoDirect&com=6/159/36558/de8674fdde
http://suomifinland100.fi/project/coming-visible-esittaa-saveltarinat-composing-lives-living-compositions/
http://www.kirkkonummensanomat.fi/neo/?app=NeoDirect&com=6/159/36941/28ab045664

